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bstract

An enduring theme for theories of associative learning is the problem of explaining how configural discriminations—ones in which the significance
f combinations of cues is inconsistent with the significance of the individual cues themselves—are learned. One approach has been to assume
hat configurations are the basic representational form on which associative processes operate, another has tried in contrast to retain elementalism.
e review evidence that human learning is representationally flexible in a way that challenges both configural and elemental theories. We describe
esearch showing that task demands, prior experience, instructions, and stimulus properties all influence whether a particular problem is solved
onfigurally or elementally. Lines of possible future theory development are discussed.

2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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A fundamental issue in learning theory is the part/whole prob-
em. In any situation in which a stimulus has useful predictive
alue, that stimulus is embedded within an array of other stim-
li, at the very least those which comprise the learning context.
ence a basic question which theorists have grappled with for
ecades is whether learning attaches independently to the ele-
ents which constitute the entire sensory array or whether it

ttaches instead to that array as a whole. Theories which adopt
he former view, so-called ‘elemental’ theories, assume that
esponding to an array composed of many elements is a direct
unction of the values attached to the elements themselves, with
he whole array having no separate value over and above that of
ts constituent parts. In contrast, theories which assume that the
asic units of learning are entire arrays (‘configural’ theories)
ssume that responding is driven by knowledge about the whole
rray, independently of what its parts may signify.

Although there has been a rich and productive history of

esearch on the part/whole or elemental/configural issue (Baker,
968; Kehoe and Gormezano, 1980), most current theories of
ssociative learning assume that stimuli are invariably processed
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n one and the same way. To state the obvious, configural theories
e.g., Pearce, 1987, 1994) account for the many and varied phe-
omena of learning in terms of configural representations, while
lemental theories (e.g., Harris, 2006; Rescorla and Wagner,
972) do so in terms of elemental coding. As a consequence, the
uestion of whether stimuli are processed elementally or config-
rally is usually discussed in an either/or manner (see Pearce and
outon, 2001; Wasserman and Miller, 1997, for reviews). But a
umber of studies conducted over the past few years have sug-
ested that the way in which stimuli are processed is not fixed:
nstead, it can be profoundly influenced by a range of factors.
his finding, first reported in animal conditioning by Alvarado
nd Rudy (1992) and subsequently observed in human learning,
epresents a major challenge to current learning theories. The
im of the present article is to review and summarize this work in
he context of human associative learning and to try to extract the

ajor factors which influence the elemental/configural balance.
n addition, we present several theoretical ideas that have been
uggested to allow for flexibility in part/whole coding, and we
lso review models with hidden units that can adapt themselves

ynamically depending on whether an elemental or a configural
epresentation is more useful in solving a task (e.g., Schmajuk
nd DiCarlo, 1992). Our hope is that this review will provide
ome focus for future theoretical developments.

mailto:d.shanks@ucl.ac.uk
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.beproc.2007.09.013
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Traditionally, many well known effects in the field of associa-
ive learning have been successfully explained in an elemental

anner (Wagner, 1971) whereby it is assumed that stimulus
omponents are represented as separate entities and that the over-
ll associative strength of a configuration or compound is based
n the algebraic sum of the associative strengths of its compo-
ents. This elemental summation principle is incorporated into
any theories of associative learning (e.g., Mackintosh, 1975;
earce, 1987; Rescorla and Wagner, 1972). It is formally stated

n Eq. (1):

CS =
∑

i
Vi, (1)

here VCS is the overall associative strength of a conditioned
timulus (CS) and Vi the associative strength of the ith compo-
ent. This summation principle has two important consequences.
irst, it predicts that when two separately trained stimuli are
resented together, responding to this compound will be more
ronounced than to either element alone, a phenomenon called
ummation. And second, it assumes that the total associative
trength of a CS is distributed among several components. Yet,
n some situations it may be distributed rather unequally among
he different components. As a consequence, the major amount
f associative strength supported by a reinforcer or outcome
ay be held by one component at the expense of other compo-

ents. This property of elemental theories can explain a class
f selective learning phenomena collectively referred to as cue
ompetition effects.

On the other hand, however, there is considerable evidence
hat humans as well as animals can successfully handle discrim-
nation problems that cannot be solved elementally. Therefore,
ome authors have suggested instead that stimuli are commonly
rocessed configurally. The strongest claim about how such a
onfigural representation might be formed is that a compound
aps onto a representational entity that is distinct from its ele-
ents and that it is only this entity that enters into an association
ith the outcome. This means, for example, that a compound

onsisting of two components, say A and B, is processed and
epresented with no relation to its components but as a unique
onfiguration instead (call it X). This would be a purely con-
gural view. A less extreme position, however, would assume

hat stimuli are processed configurally but that generalization
etween them may take place which might be based on their
omponent similarity (Pearce, 1987, 1994).

In this review, we will not only consider research conducted in
he field of human causal learning but also from Pavlovian condi-
ioning studies with human participants as well as with animals.
ogether with many other researchers, it is our conviction that

he underlying mechanisms that govern associative learning in
nimals are the same as those that come into play in many situa-
ions in which humans try to make sense of the causal texture of
heir environment (e.g., Allan, 1993; Alloy and Tabachnik, 1984;
ickinson, 1980; Gluck and Bower, 1988; Miller and Matute,

996; Wasserman, 1993). Although these domains might not
eem too similar at first sight, one should keep in mind that
nimals in a conditioning laboratory face the problem of find-
ng out “what causes what”, that is, to try to learn about causal
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elationships. To stress their impressive capabilities, Rescorla
1988) even employed an analogy between “animals showing
avlovian conditioning and scientists identifying the cause of a
henomenon” (p. 154).

By reviewing evidence from both human and animal research,
e try to show parallels across these fields, but we also draw

ttention to aspects that have mainly been investigated in one
omain but not in the other. In so doing, we hope to encourage
ross-fertilization between the two fields and also to point out
ossible lines for future research. Nevertheless, we also discuss
ome aspects that are specific to human causal learning and that
ave no analogue in animal research.

. Factors that influence whether stimuli are processed
lementally or configurally

We review evidence concerning several factors that influence
he manner in which stimuli are processed. These factors are task
emands, prior experience, experimental instructions, stimulus
roperties, and stimulus organization. For this review, exper-
mental instructions and the organization of stimuli are only
iscussed with regard to human causal learning research whereas
he other factors are discussed with regard to both human and
nimal research.

.1. Task demands

Although every discrimination problem can basically be
olved configurally (at least as long as one assumes general-
zation between configurations, see Pearce, 1987, for examples)
everal problems cannot be solved elementally. Negative pat-
erning (e.g., Rescorla, 1972a,b; Whitlow and Wagner, 1972),
aavedra’s (1975) biconditional discrimination, and the feature-
eutral task (e.g., Alvarado and Rudy, 1995; Holland, 1991)
re typical problems that can only be solved configurally. In
negative patterning task, two stimuli are always reinforced
hen they are presented on their own, A+ and B+, but never
hen they are presented together as a compound, AB−. In a
iconditional design, training involves an AB+, BC−, CD+, and
A− discrimination. And finally, a feature-neutral discrimina-

ion consists of A−, AB+, C+, and CB− training. In the negative
atterning task the summation principle predicts higher levels of
esponding to the compound than the elements whereas a lower
evel is appropriate given the reinforcement contingencies. In the
iconditional problem, each element is reinforced and nonrein-
orced equally often so that the summation principle incorrectly
redicts intermediate and equal levels of responding to each
ompound. The feature-neutral task cannot be solved elemen-
ally because cue B cannot be an excitor across the A− and AB+
rials and at the same time an inhibitor across the C+ and CB−
rials. Thus, all three discrimination problems must be solved in
configural manner in which the organism learns about the con-

ingencies of specific cue compounds. By now, there is ample

vidence from causal learning studies as well as from Pavlovian
onditioning experiments showing that participants are able to
aster the various discrimination problems that require a con-
gural solution (Lachnit and Kimmel, 1993; Lober and Lachnit,
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ig. 1. Percentage of outcome predictions on test trials with A, B, and X. Prior t
n Group Elemental received an elemental pre-treatment and those in Group C
he coding of compound stimuli,” by Williams and Braker (1999), p. 466. Copy

002; Shanks, 2005; Shanks et al., 1998a; Shanks and Darby,
998; Young et al., 2000). This evidence convincingly demon-
trates that humans are able to employ a configural processing
trategy when the task structure demands it.

In contrast to situations where organisms show successful
cquisition of a discrimination that requires a configural solu-
ion, it is more difficult to decide whether a task that allows
or an elemental solution is indeed solved elementally. If one
onsiders, for example, an AX+, BX− discrimination, then this
iscrimination can be solved in either way. If this task is solved
lementally, then A will be treated as a good predictor of the
ccurrence of the reinforcer and B as a good predictor of its
bsence. Furthermore, X will be treated as unrelated to the rein-
orcer. If, on the other hand, the task is solved configurally, in
he most extreme case AX and BX may be represented as two
ompletely distinct configurations, say Y and Z, for which no
nformation about their components is coded. Yet, what would
e observed in both cases is that responding to AX increases and
esponding to BX decreases during training until an asymptote
s reached for each compound. In contrast to tasks that require
configural solution, it is therefore not straightforward to infer

he manner of processing from training performance on such
mbiguous discrimination problems.

Any conclusions about the way in which an AX+, BX− prob-
em is solved therefore depend on an additional test stage, in
hich the different components A, B, and X are presented on

heir own so that responding to each can be assessed in isola-
ion. Organisms that have solved the problem elementally should
how much stronger responses to A than to B whereas organ-
sms that have solved it in a strong configural manner should
how similar levels of responding to A and B. In the latter case,
his follows from the fact that their knowledge about the distinct
onfigurations Y and Z would not be of any help when they are
resented with the individual components.
An example from a causal learning study in which such dif-
erent patterns of responding were observed after AX+, BX−
raining is shown in Fig. 1. In this experiment (Williams and
raker, 1999, Experiment 2B), the causal learning task was

B
c
r
h

test stage participants were presented with an AX+, BX- discrimination. Those
ral received a configural one. Adapted from “Influence of past experience on

1999 by the American Psychological Association.

ouched in a scenario that asked participants to determine the
elationship between the illumination of different lamps and the
orrect functioning of a machine. Thus, A, B, and X were differ-
nt lamps and the outcome was the functioning of the machine.
ig. 1 shows participants’ predictions during the final test stage
fter they had mastered the AX+, BX− discrimination. During
his test stage, participants had to predict the outcome for trials
n which A, B, or X were presented on their own, without any
eedback concerning the correctness of their predictions. It can
e seen that participants in Group Elemental showed a pattern
f responding that was in line with an elemental solution with
ore outcome predictions to A than to B. Predictions to X were

t guessing level. In contrast to this, Group Configural showed a
attern that suggests that participants were guessing for A and B
s well. This pattern is in line with a strong configural solution
ith no differences between responses to the three cues.
The difference between the two groups that caused this dif-

erence in response patterns relates to how they were pre-treated.
uring a pre-treatment stage, participants were trained with

n additional problem that encouraged them to process stimuli
ither elementally (C+, D+, E−, CD+, and DE−) or configurally
C+, D+, E−, CD−, and DE+). The former can be solved ele-
entally (by giving positive associative strength to C and D and

nhibitory strength to E) whereas the latter requires a configu-
al solution (since C and D are positive but the compound CD is
onreinforced). Note that both pre-treatments involve reinforce-
ent of two elements and one compound and nonreinforcement

f one element and one compound. After their respective pre-
reatments, all participants received the AX+, BX− trials. In
he test stage, participants responded differently to the vari-
us elements and their pattern of responding corresponded to
he manner of processing encouraged during the pre-treatment
cf. Fig. 1). After elemental pre-treatment, A was assigned a
igher predictive relationship with regard to reinforcement than

(Group Elemental), whereas no differences were found after

onfigural pre-treatment (Group Configural). We have recently
eplicated this effect in a Pavlovian conditioning study with
uman participants (Melchers et al., 2004a).
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Although we have said that Group Elemental’s pattern of
esponding in Williams and Braker’s (1999) experiment (and in
any more experiments with both humans and animals, e.g., van
amme and Wasserman, 1994; Wagner et al., 1968; Wasserman,
974) was in line with an elemental solution, it should be men-
ioned that it cannot be distinguished from the pattern predicted
y Pearce’s (1987, 1994) configural theory. This theory allows
or generalization between similar configurations. As mentioned
bove, it assumes that although stimuli are processed config-
rally, generalization between them will take place based on
heir component similarity. Thus, elemental information is used,
ccording to this theory, to determine how similar two config-
rations are. As a consequence, it can also account for many
lemental-like effects such as those from Group Elemental in
ig. 1. For this group, it predicts that responding to A is more
ronounced than to B because excitatory strength from the com-
ound AX generalizes to A whereas inhibitory strength from
he compound BX generalizes to B due to their similarity with
hose compounds (see Pearce, 1987, for other examples). With
egard to the data shown in Fig. 1, it cannot therefore be claimed
ategorically that Group Elemental did indeed solve the task
lementally. In comparison to Group Configural, however, it is
bvious that Group Elemental gave considerably more weight
o elemental information (see next section for the reason for this
ffect).

The main point is that the demands of the task itself (i.e.,
hether it requires a configural solution or not) are likely to influ-

nce the elemental/configural balance. Two discriminations may
iffer marginally, yet one evokes an elemental processing mode
nd the other a configural one. This is seen fairly emphatically
n a Pavlovian conditioning study by Melchers et al. (2004a,
xperiment 2) in which participants saw either a feature-neutral
iscrimination (A−, AB+, C+, and CB−), which can only be
olved configurally, or a matched control discrimination (A+,
B+, C−, and CB−) which can be solved elementally. Despite

heir similarity, these discriminations were solved differently as
nferred from the fact that they had different effects on a later dis-
rimination involving a novel set of stimuli. Specifically, when
ransferred to a subsequent EX+, FX− discrimination, larger
esponding to E than to F was evident in the group pre-trained
lementally but not in the one pre-trained configurally.

.2. Prior experience

As we have just seen, recent evidence suggests that an organ-
sm will be encouraged to process stimuli in a discrimination
roblem in the same way that it has processed the stimuli
n another problem prior to the discrimination. In the first
emonstration of this, Alvarado and Rudy (1992) trained rats
n an instrumental learning study with a discrimination prob-
em that was solved configurally. After this initial training,
he animals were found to transfer their configural processing

ode to another discrimination problem that would normally

e solved on the basis of elemental information. In the domain
f human causal learning, Williams and his colleagues (Mehta
nd Williams, 2002; Williams and Braker, 1999; Williams et al.,
994) have found evidence of similar effects. More specifically,
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articipants only showed cue selection effects (which are usu-
lly explained elementally) after they had had prior experience
ith another problem that encouraged an elemental solution.

n contrast to this, participants did not show any sign at all of
lemental processing when they had worked on a configural
roblem before.

In the human studies cited above the conclusion that partici-
ants processed a later discrimination problem configurally after
orresponding pre-training was inferred from the absence of an
ffect (i.e., no A/B difference) at test. In contrast to this, evidence
or elemental processing was based on a positive difference (i.e.,
etween A and B). This opens up the alternative possibility that
rior training with a discrimination problem aimed to encour-
ge configural processing had its effect on later learning not via
hifting the organism towards a configural strategy but instead by
imply interfering with subsequent learning. Thus, later learn-
ng of any discrimination task might have been impaired, and
ot only of tasks that might otherwise be solved on the basis of
lemental information.

To rule out this possibility and to test whether configural pre-
raining did indeed lead to configural processing, we conducted
nother Pavlovian conditioning study with human participants
Melchers et al., 2005a). In this study, we used discrimination
roblems for the main acquisition stage for which elemental pre-
reatment should have an interfering effect whereas successful
earning was expected after configural pre-treatment. The out-
ome of one of our experiments can be seen in Fig. 2. In this
xperiment, negative patterning (A+, B+, and AB−) was used
s the target discrimination task that had to be learned during the
ain acquisition stage. Fig. 2 shows the overall mean level of

onditioned responding during the acquisition stage to each of
he different stimuli. It can clearly be seen that participants who
ad prior experience with a configural discrimination (Group
onfigural) showed good learning of the negative patterning

ask and showed more pronounced discrimination between the
lements (A and B) that were reinforced and the compound (AB)
hat was not. In contrast to this, differentiation was considerably
mpaired after prior training with a task that should encourage
n elemental solution (Group Elemental). This outcome is at
ariance with the possibility that configural pre-training has a
onspecific, general interfering effect on later learning because
n that case Group Configural should also have had difficulties
earning the negative patterning task.

Additional evidence from this study suggests a possible mod-
rator for the impact of prior experience on later learning. In
xperiment 2 of Melchers et al. (2005a), and in additional
npublished data, we found that pre-treatment had less influ-
nce when the later configural task was easier. That is, when
e used a configural task that was easier to solve than negative
atterning, or when measures were taken to facilitate the acqui-
ition of negative patterning, the detrimental influence of prior
raining that encouraged an elemental solution was weaker.

Finally, a causal learning study by Mehta and Williams (2002)

evealed another moderator, namely how well the discrimination
rom the pre-treatment stage was learned. They found that past
xperience only influenced responding in a later stage when
articipants’ terminal level of performance on the pre-treatment
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ig. 2. Results of Melchers et al. (2005a)’s Experiment 1. Mean magnitudes of
or participants who either received pre-training aimed at encouraging elementa
esponse) and SIR (second interval response) are different components of the an

roblem was good but not when it was poor. In the main learning
tage, participants learned a WX+, YZ− discrimination in a task
n which various chemicals (the cues) influenced the survival of
bacterium (the outcome). A subsequent test of the elements W,
, Y, and Z provided information about the extent to which the

ompounds were represented elementally or configurally. That
s to say, a larger difference in responding to W/X versus Y/Z
as taken as evidence of a greater reliance on elemental coding.
Consistent with other studies, Mehta and Williams found that

rior training on an elemental problem (A+, B+, and AB+) led to
tronger elemental coding in the main learning stage than prior
raining on a configural problem (negative patterning, A+, B+,
B−). More interestingly, they studied additional conditions in
hich the outcomes on the various trial types were probabilistic

the programmed outcome occurred on 80% of trials of that type)
ather than deterministic (the programmed outcome occurred
n 100% of trials of that type). The key finding was that the
erminal level of performance of the pre-treatment moderated
he extent to which that pre-treatment influenced the elemen-
al/configural balance in the target discrimination. Although
lemental and configural pre-treatments with imperfect predic-
ors did differentially influence learning of the target problem,
his effect tended to be weaker than when the pre-treatments
nvolved perfect predictors. But the effect was due to the level
f performance, and not whether the pre-treatment used perfect
r imperfect predictors. Mehta and Williams (2002) concluded
hat the associative structures formed in a learning problem can
upport different degrees of generalization between a compound
nd its elements depending on learning strategy, and that this
trategy is—as might be expected—shifted more strongly by
etter-learned prior treatments.

.3. Experimental instructions
Another factor that influences processing mode in the domain
f human associative learning is the use of specific instructions
hat encourage either a configural or an elemental strategy. In
ne of their causal learning experiments, Williams et al. (1994,

e
e
s
p

onductance responses during negative patterning (A+, B+, and AB−) training
up Elemental) or configural processing (Group Configural). FIR (first interval

atory skin conductance response.

xperiment 5) explicitly investigated this factor. They found
tronger elemental processing when instructions were given
hat encouraged participants to view individual cues as sepa-
ate entities. First, these instructions stressed that the different
ues fell into one of two mutually exclusive categories, ones
hat are causal and always trigger the occurrence of the outcome
nd ones that are noncausal. Second, Williams et al. also told
heir participants that the occurrence of the outcome—after sev-
ral cues were presented together—indicated that at least one
f the cues must have been causally effective. Elemental cue
election was stronger for participants who had received these
dditional instructions than for a control group who had not
hence implying that the default strategy was more configural).

With regard to the potential role of instructions, it is inter-
sting to note that some recent human Pavlovian conditioning
xperiments that employed instructions encouraging elemental
rocessing were successful in obtaining prototypical elemental
esults like blocking (Lipp et al., 2001; Mitchell and Lovibond,
002; Neumann et al., 1997). In a blocking procedure, cue A
s initially paired with an outcome or reinforcer (A+), and then
he compound of A and B is also paired with the same outcome
AB+). Blocking refers to the fact that on a subsequent test,
ue B is commonly found to have little associative strength in
omparison to a control group which excluded the initial A+
rials. Such a result implies elemental processing in that the AB
ompound must be perceived as including the familiar A ele-
ent. If A and AB were perceived as entirely distinct entities,

hen the A+ training would not be expected to affect learn-
ng about AB+. These blocking effects in human conditioning
xperiments stand in contrast to various earlier experiments that
ere not at all or were only marginally successful in obtain-

ng blocking (e.g., Davey and Singh, 1988; Grings et al., 1974;
immel and Bevill, 1996; Lovibond et al., 1988; Pellón and
arcia Montaño, 1990; Wilkinson et al., 1989). Although cross-
xperimental comparisons must be drawn with caution, the
merging impression is that a major difference between the
uccessful and the unsuccessful demonstrations of elemental
rocessing was the use of instructions that encouraged partic-
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pants to view individual cues as separate entities. All of the
uccessful reports employed such instructions whereas none of
he unsuccessful ones did. Although this conclusion relates to
avlovian conditioning experiments, the study by Williams et
l. (1994, Experiment 5) described above suggests that the same
actor may modulate cue competition effects like blocking in
ausal learning experiments too.

Although not directly related to the elemental versus configu-
al debate, other research on human causal learning has revealed
hat the kind of test questions asked (e.g., Matute et al., 1996,
002), or the time when these questions are asked (Matute et al.,
002), can have considerable impact on the outcome of a study.
t might thus be possible that additional instructional aspects in
causal learning task similarly influence whether participants

end to process stimuli configurally or elementally. One possible
spect, for example, is the specific cover-story used in a causal
earning study. Probably the most commonly used scenario, the
ood-allergy task, asks participants to find out which of several
inds of food causes allergic reactions in hypothetical patients.
n our studies that employed this task, participants seemed to
ave no difficulties in viewing the different kinds of food as
eparate entities that all can have their own specific impact on
he occurrence of an allergic reaction when they were given the
nstructions before the acquisition training (e.g., Melchers et
l., 2004b). In contrast to this, Melchers et al. (2005b) reported
study which compared a food-allergy task with a so-called

tock market task. The latter task asks participants to find out
hich of several stocks that are traded on the stock market cause

hanges in the overall value of the stock market. The results of
he study suggested that some participants in the stock market
ask seemed to have the preconception that only specific pat-
erns of trading activity will have impact on the overall value.
hus, participants seemed to be more willing to view the stock
arket task as requiring a configural solution than the food-

llergy task (Melchers et al., 2005b). In line with this possibility,
tudies that used the stock market task (Chapman and Robbins,
990; Dibbets et al., 2000; Williams et al., 1994) found weaker
lemental-like effects than studies that used the food-allergy
ask.

.4. Stimulus properties

Several researchers have claimed that the kind of stimuli used
ay strongly influence whether a configural or elemental pro-

essing orientation is adopted (e.g., Kehoe et al., 1994; Lachnit,
988; Myers et al., 2001; Rescorla and Coldwell, 1995).

There is considerable evidence that even stimuli from the
ame modality can be processed very differently depending on
hether they vary on separable or on integral dimensions. Sep-

rable dimensions combine to form stimuli with perceptually
istinct components whereas integral dimensions combine to
orm phenomenologically fused or holistic stimuli (see Garner,
970, 1974, for a more detailed discussion of these aspects). The

rototypical examples for integral dimensions are the dimen-
ions of colour, that is, hue, saturation, and brightness. In contrast
o separable dimensions, integral dimensions are usually pro-
essed as unitary holes (i.e., configurally). Although most of
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he evidence for the distinction between separable and inte-
ral dimensions comes from psychophysiological experiments
see Kemler Nelson, 1993, for an overview), Lachnit (1988)
as demonstrated the importance of this distinction in a Pavlo-
ian conditioning study with human participants. He found that
raining with separable stimulus compounds (size of a circle
nd angle of a radial line) led to elemental summation when
new test compound was presented that consisted of familiar

omponents. In contrast to this, responding to a new test com-
ound made up of previously trained instances from integral
imensions (saturation and brightness of a Munsell chip with a
onstant hue) was governed by the overall similarity to specific
raining compounds and was indicative of a strong degree of
onfigural processing (even stronger than would be expected on
he basis of the Pearce model).

In the domain of animal learning, perhaps the most obvious
spect in this context is the use of unisensory versus multisen-
ory stimuli. Experiments often differ with regard to whether
hey use compounds consisting of elements that are all from the
ame modality (e.g., two different visual stimuli) or that are from
ifferent modalities (e.g., a tone and a light). Although the rela-
ionship to the separable/integral dimension is rarely explored, it
s of course more likely that multisensory than unisensory stim-
li will vary along separable dimensions. In two experiments,
yers et al. (2001), for example, used stimuli from different
odalities and found considerable evidence in favour of ele-
ental processing while Pearce and his colleagues (Pearce et

l., 1997; Redhead and Pearce, 1995) used very similar designs
ut employed only visual stimuli and found support for config-
ral processing. This cross-experimental comparison is further
upported by evidence from several studies that more directly
ssessed the impact of using stimuli from the same or from
ifferent modalities and explicitly manipulated this factor exper-
mentally. In these studies, for example, two stimuli were first
hown and reinforced on their own and were then presented
ogether as a compound. Stronger summation of their individ-
al associative strengths (i.e., more elemental processing) was
ound when the stimuli were from different modalities than when
hey were from the same modality (Kehoe et al., 1994; Miller,
971). Thus, responding to multisensory compounds was more
n line with an elemental mode whereas responding to unisen-
ory compounds was more in line with a configural mode. If the
ompound is different from the sum of its parts then the fail-
re to observe elemental summation is exactly what would be
xpected on the basis of configural processing.

Several explanations for these and related findings have been
ffered. The first possibility is that elements in a compound
re perceived differently than when they are presented alone
e.g., Honey and Hall, 1989; Myers et al., 2001; Rescorla and
oldwell, 1995). A potential reason for this is that perceptual

nteractions could change the appearance of a stimulus when
t is accompanied by other stimuli and that these interactions
re stronger when the stimuli are from the same modality than

hen they are from different modalities. In the case of unisen-

ory compounds, such interactions can already take place at the
eceptor-level whereas this would hardly be possible for mul-
isensory compounds. In line with this suggestion, Honey and
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all (1989) found evidence that pre-exposure of a cue in com-
ound with another cue differentially affected attenuation of
atent inhibition to the first cue depending on whether the sec-
nd cue was from the same modality or not. More specifically,
hey found that when the first cue was later shown on its own
nd reinforced, it elicited stronger conditioned responding when
t was pre-exposed as part of a compound comprised of compo-
ents from the same modality compared to a condition in which it
as presented together with another cue from a different modal-

ty. The animals in the latter condition, however, were similarly
etarded in developing a conditioned response as animals in a
tandard latent inhibition condition in which the stimulus was
re-exposed on its own. Honey and Hall interpreted this find-
ng as indicating that a stimulus is perceived as being somewhat
ifferent in the presence of another cue from the same modal-
ty compared to when it is presented alone. As a consequence of
his different perception, latent inhibition will only incompletely
eneralize to this stimulus when it is later presented on its own.
imultaneously presenting a cue from a different modality, how-
ver, will not change the perception of the cue in question so that
t will be subject to normal latent inhibition.

A second, related explanation is that masking impairs the per-
eption of the components in a compound. Thus, they are not
erceived differently in a qualitative sense, but are perceived less
eridically than when they are presented on their own. Again,
uch a masking effect should be stronger for unisensory com-
ounds, whose components compete for the same perceptual
esources, than for multisensory compounds. Accordingly, it has
een argued (Myers et al., 2001) that perceptual masking might
e responsible for several of the findings that suggest stronger
onfigural processing (e.g., Pearce and Redhead, 1993; Redhead
nd Pearce, 1995). On the other hand, however, one should
xpect that even components from the same sensory modal-
ty should be processed in a more elemental manner, as long
s they do not suffer from masking effects—a prediction that
as been confirmed in an experiment by Bahçekapili (1997). In
his experiment, Bahçekapili trained rabbits either with an A+,
B− discrimination or with an AC+, ABC− discrimination in
hich an additional common element C was presented on both

ypes of trials. According to Pearce’s (1987, 1994) configural
heory, the second problem should be more difficult than the
rst one, because the two stimulus compounds are more simi-

ar due to the additional common element. In contrast to this,
heories that give more weight to elemental information predict
ust the opposite, so that the additional element should make
he acquisition of the second problem easier compared to the
rst problem (see Pearce, 1994, for simulations). To assess the

mpact of perceptual masking, Bahçekapili only used auditory
timuli and manipulated the masking properties of the additional
lement C. In one group, he used a broad-spectrum noise that
hould considerably mask the other stimuli whereas in another
roup he used a clicker that should not or only weakly mask A
nd B. In line with predictions from the Pearce model, addition

f a common noise element made the discrimination more diffi-
ult in comparison to the control group that received A+, AB−
raining. This replicates a similar finding by Pearce and Redhead
1993). The outcome in the group in which the clicker was used
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s the additional common element, however, was in line with pre-
ictions from elemental theories. In this group, animals showed
etter discrimination when the problem included element C in
omparison to the A+, AB− group. Taken together, these results
re in line with the claim that more configural processing takes
lace when masking impairs the perception of components in a
ompound than when it does not.

The results from a recent eyelid conditioning study by Kinder
nd Lachnit (2003), however, limit the scope of the two accounts
utlined above with regard to human associative learning. In this
tudy, conditioned responding did not seem to be influenced by
erceptual interactions or by masking. In several experiments,
articipants were trained with an A+/B+/C+, AB+/AC+/BC+,
BC− discrimination in which each presentation of a single

timulus or of a compound consisting of two components was
einforced while the presentation of a compound consisting
f all three stimuli together was nonreinforced. In their first
xperiment, Kinder and Lachnit used stimuli (three clearly dis-
riminable lines on a computer screen) that should not be subject
o strong perceptual interactions or to masking effects. In their
econd and third experiments, they used a large number of red,
ellow, and green rectangles as stimuli A, B, and C, respec-
ively, that were distributed randomly on the computer screen.
hese stimuli were comparable to those from an autoshaping
tudy with pigeons by Redhead and Pearce (1995) for which it
as been argued that considerable perceptual interactions and/or
asking take place (Myers et al., 2001). In contrast to the results

f Redhead and Pearce (see also Pearce and George, 2002), par-
icipants showed a comparable degree of differentiation between
oth types of reinforced stimuli and the nonreinforced ABC
ompound in all three experiments. This could either mean that
he degree of perceptual interactions or of masking effects is
ot as strong as previously claimed or that humans have bet-
er discriminative capabilities for the stimuli employed and are
ot as strongly influenced by these factors as are some other
pecies.

As a third explanation, some authors have suggested that
odality effects could arise from the fact that stimuli from the

ame sensory modality share some common elements whereas
timuli from different modalities do not (e.g., Kehoe et al., 1994;

cLaren and Mackintosh, 2002; Nakajima and Urushihara,
999; Pearce et al., 2002; Wagner, 2003). That means that if a
ompound consists of two components from the same modality,

and B, these would not only activate their distinctive repre-
entations, say a and b, but also a common element, say x, that
epresents properties that A and B have in common because of
heir shared modality. Consequently, A and B should be concep-
ualised as ax and bx. With this notion, it becomes evident that
hey are more similar to each other than to another stimulus C
rom a different modality, because C would activate its distinc-
ive representation c and perhaps an additional element y that
epresents properties that C has in common with other stimuli
rom its modality. This could explain, for example, why sum-

ation effects are more pronounced when the stimuli employed

re from different sensory modalities than when they are not
Kehoe et al., 1994; Miller, 1971). In the latter case, presenting

and B in compound would activate a, b and x. As the common
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lement x is not represented twice, this yields less summation
han in the former case, where a, c, x and y are all activated.

Although some studies have found support for the claim
hat stimuli from the same modality have shared properties that
ncrease their similarity (e.g., Pearce et al., 2002), this suggestion
as also not remained unchallenged. Nakajima and Urushihara
1999), for example, have found that including this assumption
n the Pearce model to explain results from a series of exper-
ments makes it impossible for the model to account for the
utcomes from an earlier study that used an identical design
nd procedure but employed stimuli from only one modality
Nakajima, 1997).

To complicate matters even more, some experimental out-
omes are contrary to the general pattern of results that emerges
ith regard to the use of unisensory versus multisensory

ompounds. Rescorla (1972b), for example, has found that pre-
enting an additional element C on each trial of a negative
atterning problem (AC+, BC+, and ABC−) makes acquisition
f the discrimination more difficult compared to a group that
nly received A+, B+, and AB− training. He obtained this find-
ng, which is difficult to reconcile with elemental processing,
ven though C was from a different sensory modality than A
nd B and so should not perceptually interact with them, mask
hem, or have common elements with them. Similar effects have
sually only been obtained in experiments that employed stim-
li that were all from the same modality (Pearce and George,
002; Pearce and Redhead, 1993; Redhead and Pearce, 1995).
n the other hand, Deisig et al. (2003), in a comparable study,
ave found evidence that is more in line with a position that
ives more weight to elemental information, although they used
timuli from only one sensory modality.

Perhaps some of the confusing results could be sorted out
f more was known about the psychophysical properties of the
timuli employed in the different experiments.

.5. Stimulus organization

In the last section, we discussed the possible influence of per-
eptual interactions between the components of a compound.
t seems especially plausible to assume that such interactions
ight take place between localized visual cues that are presented

ery close to each other as is usually the case in autoshap-
ng experiments with pigeons. Stimulus organization, however,

ight also play a role in the domain of human causal learning
here perceptual interactions are much less likely to take place
ecause of the use of clearly discriminable stimuli.

Glautier (2002; see also Martin and Levey, 1991) conducted
locking experiments in which the cues were spatially close
ogether and grouped or spatially separated and ungrouped.
he cues were symbols presented on cards. When the pre-

rained and target cues appeared on the same card (i.e., both
patially proximal and grouped) little evidence of blocking was
ound, consistent with configural processing. However, when

he cues appeared on different cards (i.e., both spatially distal
nd ungrouped), blocking was observed, consistent with elemen-
al processing. An experiment which attempted to unconfound
rouping and spatial separation suggested that the latter was the
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ominant feature. Similar results were reported by Livesey and
oakes (2004).

In most causal learning studies, only the relevant cues are
resented on a given trial. In other words, on an A+ trial, only
ue A and the reinforcer are shown to the participants whereas
o information about other cues (for example B and C) are given
hat might also be used in the experiment but that are not relevant
n this particular A+ trial. This is the procedure most often used
e.g., Aitken et al., 2000; Matute et al., 1996; Melchers et al.,
004b; Shanks, 1985; Wasserman and Berglan, 1998; Young
t al., 2000). In some studies, however, a list of all the cues
sed in the experiment was presented on each trial (Chapman
nd Robbins, 1990; Williams and Braker, 1999; Williams et al.,
994). Thus, on each trial additional information was given for
ach cue indicating whether it was present or relevant on the
rial or not. The participants’ task in those experiments was, for
xample, to predict the change in the market index of a fictitious
tock market and the cues were the names of several different
tocks. These names were presented in a list and a second list
f yes’s and no’s next to the first list indicated whether a stock
as traded or not.
Melchers et al. (2005b) have investigated this topic in an

xperiment that directly compared the two different stimulus
rrangements (only the relevant cues versus list-wise presenta-
ion of all cues). The tasks were a stock market one in which
he cues were particular stocks that were or were not traded on a
iven day and the outcome was a rise in the overall market value,
nd a food allergy task in which the cues were foods eaten by a
ypothetical patient and the outcome was the development of an
llergic reaction. Melchers et al. speculated that experiments that
sed a list-wise presentation of cues have often found weaker
ffects of elemental processing than studies in which only the
elevant cues were presented on a trial. It is possible that presen-
ation of only the relevant cues stresses the elemental nature of
he stimuli whereas participants treat the positional cues in a list-
ise presentation format more configurally. Perhaps they even

ry to learn specific yes-no patterns instead of only paying atten-
ion to the “relevant” cues—which might be a plausible strategy
or them given the fact that they do not actually know which
ieces of information are relevant from the experimenter’s point
f view and which are not. However, the results were not consis-
ent with this prediction: presentation format made no difference
o participants’ causal ratings (in contrast, the nature of the task
id make a difference—cue competition was much stronger in
n allergy than a stock market task).

Other evidence seems (rather counterintuitively) to contra-
ict the hypothesis. Dibbets et al. (2000) again used a stock
arket task and manipulated whether the different cues were

lways presented in the same position of a list-wise stimulus
rrangement or not. It turned out that participants showed evi-
ence for elemental cue competition only if the position of the
ues remained constant from trial to trial—a format that might
e expected to encourage configural processing. If the position

f the cues varied, no such cue competition was obtained. This
ndicates that participants in the latter condition could not make
se of information that was potentially embedded in the arrange-
ent of the stimuli, that is, in non-spatial information about the
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resence/relevance of the different cues. This is plainly an area
here more research is needed.

.6. Concluding comments on factors that influence
lemental versus configural processing

Taken together, the evidence reviewed in this section sug-
ests that whether stimuli are processed more elementally or
ore configurally is not fixed but can instead be influenced con-

iderably. As we have tried to show above, this claim is supported
y evidence from human as well as from animal learning exper-
ments and regardless of whether causal learning or Pavlovian
onditioning paradigms were employed. Thus, a multitude of
ndings from different species, different paradigms, and differ-
nt laboratories has shown that it is incorrect to assume that
timuli are always processed in one and the same way. Instead,
uman learners as well as other organisms seem to be rather flex-
ble with regard to whether they process stimuli elementally or
onfigurally when they try to make sense of the causal relation-
hips in the world. Thus, they are able to adjust the way stimuli
re processed depending on various demands such as the nature
f a learning task, the stimuli they are confronted with, their
rior experience, the instructions (in the case of human learners)
hat they receive before they start to work on a problem, or the
rrangement of the different stimuli. Notably, this flexibility is
t variance with several well-established theories of associative
earning (e.g., Mackintosh, 1975; Pearce, 1987, 1994; Pearce
nd Hall, 1980; Rescorla and Wagner, 1972; Wagner, 1981).
lthough these theories disagree with regard to whether they

ssume that stimuli are processed elementally or configurally,
hey all agree that the processing strategy cannot be flexible
ut instead always remains fixed. Thereby, they underestimate
he power with which nature has equipped learning organisms
o adjust to diverse and probably often even changing environ-

ental demands.
Another factor which can have a profound effect on pro-

essing mode is the integrity of the hippocampal formation.
t is well-known that hippocampal lesions can affect animals’
nd humans’ ability to solve configural discriminations whilst
eaving elemental learning largely intact. We do not review the
xtensive and somewhat complex literature on this topic (see
oses and Ryan, 2006; O’Reilly and Rudy, 2001, for reviews),

ut we note that the ability to shift learning mode on the ele-
ental/configural dimension via brain interventions supports

ur general claim that processing mode is not fixed. Research
as also begun to use single-cell recording techniques to investi-
ate the role of other brain systems (e.g., inferotemporal cortex)
n representing parts and wholes (Baker et al., 2002).

. Theoretical implications

The results from the experiments reviewed above show that
he either/or manner in which the question of elemental versus

onfigural processing is usually discussed is based on an incor-
ect underlying assumption. This assumption, which is common
o both approaches, is that the manner of processing is always the
ame. The crucial question, however, is not whether stimuli are
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lways processed in one way or the other, but instead which fac-
ors influence the manner of processing. As a consequence, theo-
etical models that allow for the necessary flexibility are needed.
n the following paragraphs, we will present an overview of the
ifferent models that have been offered and that permit greater
exibility. The main distinction between these models is whether

hey suggest an elemental-configural continuum on which stim-
lus processing may vary (Wagner and Brandon, 2001; Williams
nd Braker, 1999; Williams et al., 1994) or whether they assume
hat organisms have two different learning systems, an elemental
ne and a configural one (Fanselow, 1999; Rudy and Sutherland,
995; Schmajuk and DiCarlo, 1992). We will first discuss three
odels that follow the former approach. Two of them have orig-

nated from the elemental tradition. They assume that stimuli are
epresented elementally and that configural information is either
oded in addition to these elemental representations or replaces
ome of them. In contrast to this, the third model introduces a
odification of the configural point of view. After these mod-

ls, we will describe views that propose two distinct learning
ystems whose interaction might be highly nonlinear.

.1. Unique cue extensions of elemental theories

One of the simplest ways in which associative theories can
llow for both elemental and configural processing would be
o assume that stimulus components are always encoded ele-

entally, but that configurations of those components may
dditionally be encoded by specific configural units which are
reated as if they are additional “elements” and whose activation
ums linearly with that of the elemental units. According to such
view, the overall associative strength of a compound (e.g., AB)

s based on the summed associative strength of its elements plus
he associative strength of the additional “configural element”,
s formally shown in Eq. (2):

AB = VA + VB + Vunique (2)

here VA and VB are the associative strengths of the elements
and B and Vunique is the associative strength of the configural

nit that codes the unique combination of A and B. By postulat-
ng the existence of such configural units (usually called unique
ues), elemental models of associative learning can successfully
andle the acquisition of discrimination problems like negative
atterning, biconditional, or feature-neutral discrimination that
re at variance with purely elemental models but which instead
equire a configural solution. Negative patterning (A+, B+, and
B−), for example, can be explained by assuming that A and
will both develop excitatory associations to the reinforcer

nd that their unique cue will develop an inhibitory association
ith this reinforcer. When A or B are presented on their own,

ach will be able to activate a representation of the reinforcer so
hat a conditioned response will be elicited. On trials on which
and B are presented together, however, their joint presence
ill activate the unique cue which can then compensate for

heir excitatory properties due to its inhibitory associative
tatus.
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The unique cue view has long been known as an extension
f elemental models that allows for quite a large degree of con-
gural processing while at the same time keeping the spirit of

hose models, that is, the elemental summation principle that is
hown in Eq. (1) (Rescorla, 1972b, 1973; Whitlow and Wagner,
972). And although the unique cue idea has usually been
iscussed as an extension of the Rescorla and Wagner (1972)
odel of associative learning, it should be noted that it can

asically be used as an extension of other elemental models as
ell.
With regard to the influence of integral versus separable stim-

lus dimensions or elemental instructions on elemental versus
onfigural learning, one could assume that these modulate the
alience of the different cues. Instructions that stress the indi-
idual or additive nature of the stimuli in question could thereby
elp to increase the salience of the different elements concerned
o the disadvantage of the respective unique cues. Similarly, the
se of integral stimuli would increase the salience of unique
ues while at the same time making individual elements less
alient.

With regard to the influence of past experience, it would be
ecessary to assume that all unique cues are less salient after ele-
ental pre-training and more salient after configural pre-training

Williams and Braker, 1999). The important aspect to note about
his suggestion is that the impact of past experience should not
e limited to configural units of compounds that are actually
resented during pre-training. Instead, past experience should
lso increase the salience of unique cues that are activated by
ther compounds.

As an alternative to this salience modulation, it could be
ssumed that the unique cues always have the same salience but
re more or less able to inhibit the representations of their cor-
esponding individual components (Kehoe, 1988). If the degree
f inhibition from all the unique cues is generally enhanced
fter configural pre-training, organisms should show stronger
onfigural processing. Similarly, if less inhibition takes place
fter elemental pre-training, then stronger elemental processing
s expected. The use of integral versus separable compounds or
xperimental instructions could have the same kind of moderat-
ng effect on the unique cues.

A serious limitation of unique cue extensions of elemental
heories, however, is that they can only explain certain results if
hey assume that just the unique cue is active on compound trials
nd that the individual components of the compound are then of
o importance at all. It has, for example, been shown that ani-
als in a conditioning study (Pearce and Wilson, 1991) as well as

umans in causal learning experiments (Shanks et al., 1998a,b)
an preserve an A+, AB− discrimination even in the face of later
+ training which should abolish this discrimination. According

o an elemental solution, B should have inhibitory associative
trength at the end of the A+, AB− training. B+ training should
hen turn B into an excitator, so that responding to AB in a sub-
equent test phase should be stronger than to A. In contrast to

his prediction but in line with the original A+, AB− discrimi-
ation, responding to AB in the test was weaker than to A alone.
s mentioned above, this outcome can only be explained by
nique cue models if they assume that just the unique cue is
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ctive during AB presentations (or at least that it is so dominant
hat the elements can practically be ignored). In that case, B+
raining should not affect the original discrimination. Yet, such
n assumption would turn the elemental unique cue extensions
nto purely configural models and thereby defeat the original
ntentions of their proponents (e.g., Rescorla, 1973; Wagner,
971).

.2. The replaced-elements model

The recently introduced replaced-elements model of Wagner
nd Brandon (2001) and Wagner (2003) also follows the ele-
ental tradition and is based on a similar idea to the unique

ue hypothesis. It assumes that each stimulus is mentally rep-
esented by several elements that are all activated when the
timulus is presented on its own. For trials in which a stimulus
s shown as part of a compound, Wagner and Brandon suggest
hat some of its elements are inhibited or suppressed but that
dditional configural elements are activated. These configural
lements code the specific combination of the respective stim-
lus with another cue and replace the inhibited elements (see
cLaren and Mackintosh, 2002, for a related idea). It has been

roposed that the replaced-elements model allows for consider-
ble flexibility with regard to the way stimulus compounds are
rocessed if more or fewer of the specific elements of a stim-
lus are replaced by configural elements (Myers et al., 2001;
agner, 2003). Myers et al., for example, have suggested that
larger number of specific elements are replaced by configu-

al elements when an organism is faced with integral stimuli
hereas relatively few specific elements are replaced when it

s confronted with separable stimuli. Similarly, prior experience
ith elemental pre-training could encourage a general tendency

o replace only relatively few specific elements by configural ele-
ents whereas prior experience with configural pre-training has

he opposite effect. And finally, specific instructions could also
otivate a learner to focus more on single elements or more on

pecific combinations of stimuli so that he or she would process
problem in a more elemental manner or in a more configural
ay.
In contrast to the unique cue hypothesis, the replaced-

lements model does not suffer from the problems described
bove (Pearce and Wilson, 1991; Shanks et al., 1998a). In the
xtreme, all the elements of a stimulus might be replaced by
onfigural elements, so that the replaced-elements model would
ndeed function like a purely configural model—a possibility
hat is explicitly intended (e.g., Wagner, 2003). Thereby, it could
llow for the preservation of the original A+, AB− discrimina-
ion even after B+ training.

.3. Configural processing

As noted above, the previous accounts have in common that
hey assume that stimuli are represented elementally and that

onfigural information is coded in addition to elemental repre-
entations. The degree to which responding is indicative of either
lemental or configural processing would always depend on the
mpact that the additional configural or unique cues have relative
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o the elemental cues. In contrast to this, it could also be assumed
hat stimuli are always represented configurally. As noted in the
ntroduction, the strongest view on how such configural repre-
entations might be formed is that a compound is represented
n a way that is distinct from its elements and that responding
o it is not influenced at all by what is learned about the ele-

ents and vice versa. Such a view would be a purely configural
ne and it has long been known to be at variance with experi-
ental evidence from the domain of animal conditioning which

hows mutual influences between elements and compounds (for
review see Kehoe and Gormezano, 1980). Some of the evi-

ence from the field of causal learning, however, suggests that
uman participants may indeed show no generalization between
compound and its elements under some circumstances (e.g.,
hanks et al., 1998b; Williams and Braker, 1999; Williams et
l., 1994).

A less extreme position would assume that stimuli are
rocessed configurally but that generalization between them
akes place. According to the most prominent configural the-
ry (Pearce, 1987, 1994, 2002), the degree of generalization
etween two stimuli is based on their component similarity, that
s, on the number of elements they share. Thereby, part of the
ssociative strength of a compound can generalize to its elements
nd vice versa.

In addition to the degree of component similarity, Williams
nd Braker (1999) have suggested an additional generalization
arameter that allows for a flexible degree of generalization
nd that is independent of the number of elements shared by
wo compounds (see also Kinder and Lachnit, 2003). Less
eneralization would lead to stronger configural processing
hereas more generalization would lead to more elemental-

ike behaviour. According to such a conception, stimuli would
lways be processed configurally. Factors encouraging elemen-
al processing would not cause organisms to actually process
timuli elementally, but instead the organism would be more
repared to generalize the associative strength of one configura-
ion to another based on their component similarity. Likewise,

easures to foster configural processing should lead to weaker
eneralization between different configurations. In the most
xtreme case, hardly any generalization between different con-
gurations might take place.

The introduction of such a generalization parameter makes
earce’s (1987, 1994) model similar to Kruschke’s (1992)
LCOVE model, a configural model from the field of human

ategory learning in which such a parameter is already included.
hus, the possible influence of the different factors on ele-
ental versus configural processing also applies to ALCOVE.
imilarly, Kehoe’s (1988, 1998) layered network model—in
hich all learning is mediated by hidden units—could poten-

ially explain instances of representational flexibility in this way.
discussed more fully in the next section, the beauty of network
odels with hidden units is that they are able to internally orga-

ize their representational resources in the way that is best suited

or the particular problem at hand. Thus Kehoe’s model is able to
ecide to make one hidden unit configural (only triggered by the
onjoint input of A and B) and another one elemental (triggered
y either A or B).

r
i
w
n
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.4. Two learning systems

With regard to the possibility that organisms can deploy two
ifferent processing systems, Fanselow (1999; see also Rudy
nd Sutherland, 1995) has put forward the view that stimuli are
lways processed elementally and configurally. Thus, when a
timulus compound (e.g., AB) is presented to an organism and
s reinforced, its elements are represented as distinct elements
n the first system and are at the same time represented as a
onfiguration in the second system. Within each system, associ-
tions between these representations and the reinforcer will be
earned. Inputs from both processing systems then compete with
ach other for the limited amount of associative strength that is
upported by the US.

This idea is formalized in much more detail in a connection-
st model developed by Schmajuk and co-workers (Schmajuk
nd DiCarlo, 1992; Schmajuk et al., 1998). Although others
ave considered the representation of elements and config-
rations in models with flexible internal representations too
Delamater et al., 1999; Gluck and Myers, 1997), Schmajuk’s
odel has been more comprehensively analyzed with respect to

pecific behavioural phenomena. The essence of the model is
hat units representing the elements of which stimuli are com-
osed connect directly with output units but also with a set of
idden, configural units. The activations of these two sets of
nits compete with each other for control of responding and
his competition is crucial in distinguishing the model from the
nique-cue approach. In the latter, the error on a given learning
rial drives changes across both the elements present on that trial
nd the unique cue configurations created by those elements, and
he only factor that affects the relative changes for the elements
nd unique cues are their saliences. Although we suggested
bove that the salience of unique cues relative to the salience of
real” elements may change depending on various factors, there
s no inherent mechanism for how this weighting is achieved.
n Schmajuk’s model, by contrast, the backpropagation-of-error
ule explicitly takes into account how diagnostic a given unit is
or determining the output and bases strength changes on this.
ence if a stimulus configuration is much more predictive of

he reinforcer than the elements that compose it, the model can
une out the elements and give them little associative strength,
nd vice versa. Weight changes depend on the influence of each
idden unit on the output error.

Although the two sets of units interact closely, Schmajuk and
olleagues (Schmajuk and DiCarlo, 1992; Schmajuk et al., 1998)
ave proposed that they relate to distinct brain circuits and thus
t this level it is clear that they constitute distinct “systems”. For
nstance, the hippocampus is assumed to be particularly criti-
al for hidden unit learning. The model has been successfully
pplied to a range of learning phenomena and shown capable of
rganizing itself under different conditions to place less or more
mphasis on configural coding. Most of these examples relate to
ccasion setting and hence fall outside the scope of the present

eview. In occasion setting, a stimulus comes to control respond-
ng to another stimulus without itself being directly associated
ith the reinforcer. For instance, in a feature positive discrimi-
ation of the form A−, XA+, the feature cue X might come to
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ontrol the degree of responding to stimulus A without acquir-
ng significant associative strength for the reinforcer. Schmajuk
t al. (1998) showed that quite superficial manipulations such
s the relative saliences of X and A or whether X and A were
imultaneous or successive could have a major impact on how
he model represented the XA configuration.

Such examples offer the tantalizing prospect that the sorts
f findings reviewed in the present article might be interpreted
ithin this modelling framework. However, it remains to be

xplored how successful the model would be at dealing with
ome of the cases we have reviewed of representational flexibil-
ty. For instance, additional assumptions would need to be made
o allow the model to be applied to conditions in which the spa-
ial separation of cues varied or in which pre-treatments with
ifferent cues or experimental instructions altered the solution
o a target discrimination.

.5. Limitations

A problem inherent to all modifications outlined above as
ell as to other recent suggestions of new or modified models

McLaren and Mackintosh, 2002; Pearce, 2002; Wagner, 2003;
agner and Brandon, 2001) is that they make the predictions

f the different theories less clear cut than before. On the one
and, researchers in the field of associative learning are progres-
ively abandoning the incorrect and inflexible either/or manner
n which the question of whether stimuli are processed elemen-
ally or configurally has usually been couched. However, by
uggesting, for example, that the salience of unique cues or the
egree of generalization between different configurations might
e influenced by a certain factor, one has only argued that such
modification might basically allow for the necessary degree of
exibility. The introduction of new adjustable parameters—that

s, of additional degrees of freedom—also has the consequence
hat it becomes much harder to generate critical predictions from
he theories. Thus, it becomes crucial to specify how exactly the

echanism that is responsible for the flexible adjustment of the
rocessing strategy works. Hence it remains to be laid down,
or example, how the salience of the different unique cues or
ow the degree of generalization between different configura-
ions will be determined on the basis of the various factors.
nly then will it be possible to make more specific predic-

ions about which mode of processing will take place in a given
ituation.

. Lines for future research

In this last section, we try to outline several possible lines
or future research that we consider as necessary and promising
ext steps.

First, for some of the factors reviewed in the second sec-
ion, the present evidence is largely based on either human or
nimal research. Although we have argued above that we are

onvinced that human causal learning and animal conditioning
re based on the same underlying mechanisms, this does not ren-
er demonstrations of cross-species generality of the different
actors unnecessary. Therefore, research with animals is needed

s
1
n
f

rocesses 77 (2008) 413–427

o evaluate whether the finding that prior experience influences
ater processing of stimuli is true for the field of animal learn-
ng as well. So far, the main evidence with regard to this factor
omes from the field of human associative learning. Although
lvarado and Rudy (1992) have reported evidence for the impact
f prior experience on later elemental versus configural learn-
ng in rats (see also Beckers et al., 2006), a study by Williams
nd Braker (2002) failed to find any effect. In addition to this,
uture research should try to assess the relative contributions of
lemental versus configural pre-training. Although it has been
hown that the different kinds of pre-training lead to differen-
ial effects on later learning, it remains to be seen whether both
inds of pre-training are equally effective with regard to induc-
ng a processing strategy. As an alternative, it could be that one
ind of pre-training has a strong influence whereas the other
ne only slightly enhances or weakens a pre-experimental bias
o process stimuli in one way.

Similarly, more research on the psychophysical properties
f the stimuli used in animal experiments seems necessary. As
escribed above, stimuli based on integral dimensions were
rocessed configurally whereas stimuli based on separable
imensions were processed elementally in a Pavlovian condi-
ioning study with humans (Lachnit, 1988). Unfortunately, there
s only very limited knowledge of whether the stimuli used in
nimal conditioning experiments are based on integral or on sep-
rable dimensions. The only investigation that we are aware of
oncerns the question of how colours are processed by honey-
ees (Backhaus, 1987). In this investigation, it turned out that
oneybees seem to process colours in a manner that would be
sual for separable stimuli—quite different to what would be
xpected on the basis of evidence from the field of human colour
erception.

With regard to the influence of unisensory versus multisen-
ory compounds, human causal learning research could help to
ssess the validity of the claim that stimuli should only be pro-
essed configurally when perceptual interactions between the
omponents of a compound take place or when components
ask each other. Usually, the stimuli used in a causal learning

xperiment (e.g., different kinds of food that might cause an
llergy) are presented in a way that does not make perceptual
nteractions or masking effects very probable. If, for example,
uch research reveals that the addition of a common cue has
he same effect on solving certain discriminations as was found
n Pearce’s laboratory (Pearce and Redhead, 1993; Redhead
nd Pearce, 1995), this would constitute rather unambiguous
vidence for configural processing.

Second, more research is needed to compare the impact of
ifferent stimuli within the same study. Although it is often
laimed that the use of different stimuli constituted the main
ifference between two studies and might therefore be respon-
ible for discrepant results, this argument often rests on grounds
f plausibility only. Until now, only very few investigations have
irectly compared stimulus properties within one and the same

tudy (e.g., Glautier, 2002; Honey and Hall, 1989; Kehoe et al.,
994; Lachnit, 1988; Miller, 1971) so that more work seems
ecessary that explicitly varies the nature of the stimuli used
or conditioning. Strong evidence for the impact of unisensory
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ersus multisensory compounds would involve demonstrating
hat those stimuli that are more likely to be processed ele-

entally and that yield pronounced elemental summation after
eparate reinforced training will lead to difficulties when used
or a discrimination that requires a configural solution. Simi-
arly, the opposite effect should be found for stimuli that are

ore likely to be processed configurally. Thus, similar to the
tudies on summation effects, one could use either stimuli from
he same modality or from different modalities for training
ith a negative patterning or a biconditional discrimination,

or example. If stimuli from different modalities are in fact
rocessed more elementally, then their use for a problem that
equires a configural solution should make that problem more
ifficult.

Third, several factors that are specific to human causal learn-
ng experiments and that do not apply to animal learning also
emand further attention. We have already pointed out the pos-
ibility that differences in the arrangement of stimuli might
nfluence the degree to which they are processed in one man-
er or the other. Furthermore, it seems desirable to gather more
nowledge about the impact of instructional factors with regard
o elemental versus configural processing.

Lastly, at the theoretical level, more work is needed in
eveloping and applying specific formal models to the key
ehavioural results. In particular, models with the flexibility to
une their own internal representations (Kehoe, 1988; Schmajuk
nd DiCarlo, 1992) need to be applied to some of the experi-
ental designs involving pre-treatments and so on. The success

f these models in explaining related phenomena like occasion
etting (Schmajuk et al., 1998) offers good hope that they might
lso yield insights concerning the flexible representation of parts
nd wholes.
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